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Mr. Curtis. It was further inquired into in 1892, in the case against
the Sawyer-Man Company. It was brought to the attention of and
considered by the Edison Company in 1882. It was at that time
known to the American Company, who hoped by this means to de-
feat the monopoly under the Edison patent. Dreyer tried to organ-
ize a company for its purchase. Young Goebel tried to sell it. It
must have been known to hundreds of people. And now, when the
Edison Company, after years of litigation, leaving but a short time
for the patent to run, have obtained a final adjudication establishing
its validity, this claim is again resurrected to defeat the operation of
the judgment so obtained. A court of equity should not look with
favor on such a defense. Upon the evidence here presented, I agree
with the first impressions of Mr. Curtis, and with the opinion of Mr.
Dickerson, that whatever Goebel did must be considered as an
abandoned experiment.
It has often been laid down that a meritorious invention is not

to be defeated by something which rests in speculation or experi·
ment, or which is rudimentary or incomplete. The law requires
not conjecture, but certainty. It is easy, after an important inven-
tion has gone into public use, for persons to come forward with
claims that they invented the same thing years before, and to en-
deavor to establish this by the recollection of witnesses as to events
long past. Such evidence is to be received with great caution, and
the presumption of novelty arising from the grant of the patent
is not to be overcome except upon clear and convincing proof. Coffin
v. Og-den, 18 Wall. 120; Brush v. Condit, 132 U. S. 39, 10 Sup. Ct.
Rep. 1; The Telephone Ca.ses, 126 U. S. 1, 2, 8 Sup. Ct. Rep. 778;
American Bell Tel. Co. v. People's Tel. Co., 22 Fed. Rep. 309; Motte
v. Bennett, 2 Fish. Pat. Cas. 642; Parham v. Buttonhole Co., 4 Fish.
Pat. Cas. 468; La Baw v. Hawkins, 1 Ran. & A. 428; Gottfried v.
Brewing Co., 5 Ban. & A. 4; Worswick Manuf'g Co. v. City of Buffa-
lo, 20 Fed. Rep. 128.
When the defendant company entered upon the manufacture of

incandescent lamps in 'May, 1891, it well knew the consequences
which must follow a favorable decision for the Edison Company in
the New York case. Owing to the large interests involved, I have
carefully considered this motion, and I am satisfied upon the evi·
.dence, and the law applicable thereto, that it should be granted.
Injunction granted.

SAWYER SPINDLE CO. et al. v. W. G. & A. R. MORRISON CO.

(Circuit Court, D. Connecticut. February 13, 1893.)
No. 735.

:1. PATENTS FOR INVENTIONS-ANTICIPATION-SPINDLE BEARINGS.
Letters patent No. 253,572, granted February 14, 1882, to John E.

Atwood, tor all improved support for spindles in spinning machines, is not
anticipated by patent No. 82,049, granted 8, 18gB, to David M.
Weston, for an improved self-balancing centrifugal machine, wherein the
shaft revolves in a box at its base, having an easily yielding spring, made
of rubber or other elastic material, around its outer circumference. and
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within &statlonatyJ>ushingwhich lsftrmly secured. to".the cross timbers
below; for the needs of the respective structures are ,different, and re-
quire a different ,Character and location of pivot

a SAME-INFIUNGEMENT-SPINDLE BEARINGS.
The second and third claims of the Atwood patent are infringed by l\

spindle in which the spring surrounding the supporting tube, which con·
tains both step and bolster bearings, is interposed between a shoulder ou
the tube and a shoulder on the base piece so as to press the former on the
latter, the latter being a separate nut which screws into the upper end of
the base" piece; for this is a mere change in the location of the nut which
operates the spiral spring in the patented device.

8. SAME.
It is doul>ted Whether the patent is infringed by a spindle which has its sup-
porting tube divided transversely into two parts, the lower part resting
upon the "bottom of the oil cup, and acting as the step bearing of tho
spindle, 'with the spring surrounding the part of the tube that contains the
bolster bearing; inasmuch as it is doubted whether the two parts of the
tube necessarily move together laterally, in all directions, during the self-
adjl1Stment of the spindle, as is required by the claims of the patent.

In EqUity. Suit by the Sawyer Spindle Company and others
against the W. G. & A. R. MOITison Company for the infringement
of a. patent. Heard on motion for a preliminary injunction. Granted
as to one of the machines complained of, and refused as to the other.
Fish, Richardson & Storrow, for complainants.
Charles L. Burdett, for defendant.

SHIPMAN, Circuit Judge. This is a motion for a preliminary
injunction to restrain the infringement of letters patent to John E.
Atwood, No. 253,572, dated February 14, 1882, for an improved
support for spindles in spinning machines. This patent was
cently examined by this court, upon final hearing, in a suit in equity
between the parties in this case. The history, patentable character,
and novelty of the invention, and a description of the spindle which
was held to be an infringement, were stated in the opinion. 52
Fed. Rep. 590. Upon the present hearing the defendant has pre-
sented, as an anticipation of the patented device, the structure de-
scribed in letters patent No. 82,049, dated September 8, 1868, to
David M. Weston, for an improved self·balancing centrifugal machine.
This heavy machine consisted of a revolving cylinder which was to
contain wet sugar, or other semiliqUid material, to be freed from wa-
ter, and which was ftrmlyattached to the top of a perpendicular shaft,
which shaft revolved in a box at its base. To this shaft power was
applied by means of a driving belt attached to a pulley. A flexible,
easily yielding spring, made of rubber or other elastic material, was
placed around the outer circumference of the box, and within a sta-
tionary bushing which was firmly secured to the cross timbers be-
low. The improvement described in the patent consisted in mounting
the machine so as to have a flexible pivot bearing at the base, rather
than to suspend it upon bearings at the top of the upright shaft.
This machine contained' nothing anticipative of the Atwood mechan-
ism for a spindle support. The needs of the respective structures
are different, and call for a different character and location of pivot
bearings, and therefore the box at the bottom of the shaft of thl:'
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Weston maehine has no patentable relation to the tube aroun.d the
Atwood spindle, which supports both step and bolster bearings.
The next question relates to the fact of infringement by the manu·

facture and sale of two spindles which differ from each other, and
also from the infringing spindle in the former case. They are known
as the "Hammond" and the "Dady" spindles.
In the Hammond spindle, a spring surrounding the supporting tube,

which contains both step and bolster bearings, is interposed between
a shoulder on the tube and a shoulder on the base piece, and presses
the shoulder on the tube against the shoulder on the base piece. This
shoulder on the base piece is a separate nut, which screws into the
upper end of the· base piece. In the former infringing device the
spring was held between a nut upon the supporting tube and the
lower part of the base piece, and the spring pulled down the tube so
as to clamp it against a shoulder on the upper side of the base piece.
No substantial difference, so far as the second and third claims of
the patent are concerned, is created by the change of location of the
nut which operates,upon the spiral spring, and causes it to press up-
on and hold the tube in place. I think that the fifth claim, when it
speaks of a nut, means a nut which would, in the language of the
specification, "serve as a means for graduating the degree of the
elastic flexibility of the spindle;" and I agree with the suggestion
of Mr. Livermore, that, "in practice, the nut which compresses the
spring in these structures [the Hammond and Dady spindle] is not
employed for varying the compre,ssion of the spring and controlling
its force;" and consequently the fifth claim is not infringed
The Dady spindle differs from the Hammond spindle because its

supporting tube is transversely divided into two parts. The lower
part, which is about thirteen sixteenths of an inch in height, and
which rests upon the bottom of the oil cup, receives the step of the
spindle, and is its step bearing. The spring surrounds that part of
the tube which contains the bolster bearing. The difference is that
one supporting tube or piece of metal does not contain both bearings;
but the complainants earnestly contend that the spindle and the two
parts of the tube have the same working relation to each other as if
the tube was made in one piece, and that the severed parts are so
held, in fact, as to operate as if they were firmly united together. I
have no doubt that the Dady spindle is not the Rabbeth spindle, in
which the supporting tube was rigidly connected with the rail, and
could not adapt itself to the movements of the spindle, and the spin-
dle and bolster bearing moved "within, and independently of, the
supporting tube." Neither part of the supporting tube of the Dady
spindle is rigidly connected with the rail, and each part moves, to So
certain extent, with the spindle, during its vibrations. My doubt is
whether the two parts of the tube and the spindle "move together
laterally, in all directions, during the self-adjustment of the spindle,"
as required by the letters patent,-in other words, whether the two
pa.rts move in line with each other, so that there is no independent
movement of the step bearing. I do not now clearly see why the
socket which forms the step bearing, and rests upon the bottom of
the oil cup, may not move lateraJly,and, to a certain extent, in·
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dependently of that part of the tube which contains the bolster bear-
ing. This doubt causes me not to grant an injunction pendente lite
against the manufacture or sale of the Dady spindle. Let there be
an injunction against the manufacture, use, or sale of the Ham-
mond spindle.

KELLOGG et ai. v. CLYNE, Intervener.
(Circuit Court of Appeals, Eighth Circuit. February 20, 1893.)

No. 158.
1. FRAUDULENT CONVEYANCES-'WHAT CONSTITUTES.

A mortgage executed by a debtor in falling circumstances, for a sum
known to be in excess of what is actually due, and known by the creditor
at t4e time he takes it to be in excess of what is dUEl him, is presumptively

2. B.\l4E-EYIDENCE-ADMISSIBILITY.
Where the issue is wJiether A. gave a chattel mortgage to B. in good

fIlith, ,or with the intention of defrauding creditors, it is competent to
sh(iw tbatA., at about the same time, conveyed other property to C.,
and that C. conveyed such property taB.. and it is a1J30 competent to
prove what C. said and did ,with reference to the conveyance to him of
such property.

8. FRAUDUloENT CONVEYANCES.....INSTRUCTIONS-ExPRESSION OF OPINION.
On a' question as to whether a chattel mortgage between brothers is

as to creditol'S. there being evidence tending to show ·fraud, the
followitJ,g instruction is not merely the expression of opinion such as federal
judges are authorized to give, but amounts to a peremptory instruction to
return a verdict, and is erroneous, to wit: "A great deal has been said
abont brothers. and thcl conspiracy between them. I do not know ot
an,v testimony that tends to show any' con<;lpiracy between the brothers
forthe:\lulllose &f defra.uding,creditors, so far as I am a\:)le to see; and I
think 1, ought to say to the jury that under no circumstances does tho
testimony justify the inference that tMre was a conspiracy entered into
between the brothers for the pw'pose of defrauding these creditors of
John .ClYJle."

4. CASE.
An instruction by the court to the jury ought not to be predicated upon

a purely hypothetical state of facts, for whieh neither party contends,' as
it tends to divert the attention of the jury from the issues which are
really in controversy, .

In Error to the Circuit Court of the United States for the District
of Nebraska.
Action by William H. Kellogg and composing the firm of

Charles P. Kellogg & Co., against John Clyne, for goods sold and de-
livered. A1;l ltttachmentwas issued in the action, and levied upon
property which Louis. C. Clyne claimed to own by virtue of a chattel
mortgage to him from John Clyne. Louis C. Clyne intervened, claim-
ing the property, and judgment was entered in his favor. Plaintiffs
bring error. '. Reversed. .
Statement :bY THAYER, District Judge:
Tbls was ,an intervention by Louis C. Clyne ,in an attachmentsult brought

by Charles P. Kellogg & Co. against his brother John Clyne, whereby the in-
tervener sought to recover from the firm of, Charles P. Kellogg & Co. the pro-
ceeds of certain merchandise which that firm' had caused to be attached and
sold as the property of John Clyne. The intervener based his claim to the


